Usefulness of the dissecting microscope in the surgical management of skin cancers.
Dermatopathological examination of excised skin cancers serves the dual purposes of defining the nature of the malignancies and evaluating the resection margins for evidence of tumor involvement. Conventional histological techniques, including horizontal frozen sections as prescribed in Mohs micrographic surgery to evaluate resection margins, can often be tedious and not without many pitfalls. In this study, the use of a stereoscopic dissecting microscope is compared with routine microscopy in the examination of 54 skin specimens resected with the clinical diagnosis of cancer. Our results show that the dissecting microscope is more efficient and as accurate in diagnosing basal and squamous cell carcinomas, and in detecting tumor involvement of resection margins. The ability to visualize marginal surfaces in three dimensions allows for a thorough examination and quick localization and mapping of the involved sites. Tissue artifacts due to fixation, freezing, or sectioning are nonexistent. With the lower cost and ease of operation, we suggest that the dissecting microscope is a more superior instrument. Its usefulness in the surgical management of skin cancers should be emphasized and further validated.